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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: This study aimed to investigate whether 1-trifluoromethoxyphenyl-3-(1-propionylpiperidin-4-yl) urea (TPPU), a soluble epoxide hydrolase inhibitor with
anti-inflammatory effects, could alleviate spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRS) and epilepsy-associated depressive behaviours in the lithium chloride (LiCl)-pilo-
carpine-induced post-status epilepticus (SE) rat model.
Methods: The rats were intraperitoneally (IP) injected with LiCl (127mg/kg) and pilocarpine (40mg/kg) to induce SE. A video surveillance system was used to
monitor SRS in the post-SE model for 6 weeks (from the onset of the 2nd week to the end of the 7th week after SE induction). TPPU (0.1 mg/kg/d) was intragastrically
given for 4 weeks from the 21st day after SE induction in the SRS+ 0.1 TPPU group. The SRS+PEG 400 group was given the vehicle (40% polyethylene glycol 400)
instead, and the control group was given LiCl and PEG 400 but not pilocarpine. The sucrose preference test (SPT) and forced swim test (FST) were conducted to
evaluate the depression-like behaviours of rats. Immunofluorescent staining, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, and western blot analysis were performed to
measure astrocytic and microglial gliosis, neuronal loss, and levels of soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH), cytokines [tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), interleukin
(IL)-1β, and IL-6], and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-response element binding protein (CREB).
Results: The frequency of SRS was significantly decreased at 6 weeks and 7weeks after SE induction in the 0.1TPP U group compared with the SRS+PEG 400 group.
The immobility time (IMT) evaluated by FST was significantly decreased, whereas the climbing time (CMT) was increased, and the sucrose preference rate (SPR)
evaluated by SPT was in an increasing trend. The levels of sEH, TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 in the hippocampus (Hip) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) were all significantly
increased in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the control group; neuronal loss, astrogliosis, and microglial activation were also observed. The astrocytic and
microglial activation and levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines in the Hip and PFC were significantly attenuated in the TPPU group compared with the SRS+PEG
400 group; moreover, neuronal loss and the decreased CREB expression were significantly alleviated as well.
Conclusion: TPPU treatment after SE attenuates SRS and epilepsy-associated depressive behaviours in the LiCl-pilocarpine induced post-SE rat model, and it also
exerts anti-inflammatory effects in the brain. Our findings suggest a new therapeutic approach for epilepsy and its comorbidities, especially depression.
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1. Introduction

Epilepsy is a chronic brain disease, which not only has the clinical
feature of recurrent seizures but also has cognitive and psychological
comorbidities, especially when patients have active refractory seizures
(Josephson et al., 2017). There is a strong bidirectional relationship
between epilepsy and depression (Keezer et al., 2016). Certain common
neurobiological mechanisms are found to contribute to the comorbidity
of epilepsy and depression (Kanner, 2017). Selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs) are the antidepressants most recommended to alle-
viate depressive symptoms in patients with epilepsy, but they have a
high risk of exacerbating seizures, especially when using in overdose
(Maguire et al., 2014; Mula, 2017). There currently is no effective
therapeutic method for simultaneously treating the epilepsy and de-
pression.

Emerging evidence indicates that neuroinflammation plays an im-
portant role in epileptogenesis in both humans with epilepsy and an-
imal models of epilepsy (Vezzani et al., 2013; Butler et al., 2016). Over-
production of inflammatory factors such as interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6,
tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
contributes to the progression of seizures (Vezzani et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2018). Activation of inflammatory mediators such as cycloox-
ygenase (COX)-2 was also found to induce neuronal damage and fa-
cilitate seizures (Kulkarni and Dhir, 2009; Rojas et al., 2019). Glial cell
activation may potentiate seizures by increasing pro-inflammatory cy-
tokines and inducing the dysfunction of neuron-glial communication
(Devinsky et al., 2013; Alyu and Dikmen, 2017). Moreover, Mazarati
et al. found that the hippocampal IL-1β was a contributing factor for
depressive behaviours in a pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus (SE)
model, and blockade of hippocampal IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) exerted an
anti-depressant effect in the post-SE model (Mazarati et al., 2010), in-
dicating that an inflammatory mechanism may be closely involved in
epilepsy-associated depression as well. Treatments targeting neuroin-
flammation might present a novel therapeutic strategy for patients with
epilepsy and neurobehavioural comorbidities (Paudel et al., 2018).

In recent years, the arachidonic acid (AA) metabolic pathway and
its roles in inflammation have been widely studied. AA is an abundant
unsaturated fatty acid stored in membrane phospholipids. Free AA is
metabolised into active intermediate substrates by COX, lipoxygenase
(LOX), and cytochrome P450 (CYP450) epoxygenases, of which
CYP450 epoxygenases metabolise AA into different types of epox-
yeicosatrienoid acids (EETs). EETs have a variety of beneficial functions
including anti-inflammatory effects, vasodilation, and even exerting
neuroprotective effects (Iliff et al., 2010). However, EETs are easily
hydrolysed by soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) to form the corre-
sponding diols with reduced biological activity (Wang et al., 2018).
CYP450 epoxygenases and sEH are widely expressed in neurons, as-
trocytes, and microvascular endothelial cells in the cortex and hippo-
campus (Bianco et al., 2009). Studies showed that sEH gene knockout
or inhibiting the activity of sEH could enhance the beneficial effects of
EETs, and that inhibitors of sEH (sEHI) have potent anti-inflammatory
effects (Harris and Hammock, 2013).

It has been demonstrated that the level of sEH was significantly
elevated in the temporal cortex and hippocampal complexes of patients
with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) (Ahmedov et al., 2017). In a mouse
model of acute tetramethylenedisulfotetramine intoxication, post-ex-
posure administration of sEHI in combination with diazepam effectively
prevented progression to tonic seizures and animal death probably
mediated by the potent anti-inflammatory effects of sEHI (Vito et al.,
2014). Another study found that the expression of sEH protein was
higher in the brain of chronically stressed mice and post-mortem brain
samples of patients with psychiatric diseases than their controls, and it
showed that pre-treatment with sEHI prevented depression-like beha-
viours in an inflammation-induced depression model, indicating that
sEH also plays a key role in the pathophysiology of depression (Ren
et al., 2016). In this study, we aimed to investigate the effects of

treatment with 1-trifluoromethoxyphenyl-3-(1-propionylpiperidin-4-yl)
urea (TPPU) 21 days after SE, a type of sEHI that can cross the
blood–brain barrier (Liu et al., 2013), on seizures and the epilepsy-as-
sociated depressive behaviours in the lithium chloride (LiCl)-pilo-
carpine-induced post-SE rat model. Moreover, markers for inflamma-
tion and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-response element
binding protein (CREB) in the neuronal survival pathway were mea-
sured to explore the underlying mechanism of TPPU.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals

Male adult Sprague-Dawley rats, aged 6 to 8 weeks and weighing
200 to 250 g (supplied by Shanghai Charles River Laboratory), were
used in this study. The rats were housed four per cage at ambient
temperature 22 °C–25 °C and under a 12-hour day-night cycle with free
access to food and water. The experiment was done in accordance with
the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health. The Committee of
Animal Care and Use in Zhongshan Hospital of Fudan University
(Shanghai, China) approved this study. Efforts were made to minimise
animal suffering and to reduce the number of animals used.

2.2. Establishment of the LiCl-pilocarpine-induced post-SE rat model

The LiCl-pilocarpine-induced post-SE rat model was established as
described previously (Peng et al., 2016). Briefly, rats received in-
traperitoneal (IP) injections of LiCl (127mg/kg, dissolved in water,
Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). After 24 h, scopolamine methyl bromide
(1mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was given IP to the rats to reduce per-
ipheral muscarinic effects. Then, 30min later the muscarinic agonist
pilocarpine (40mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was IP injected to induce
SE. Seizures started 10 to 30min after the pilocarpine injection. A
modified Racine scale was used to evaluate seizure severity (Racine,
1972). The criterion of SE in this study was that recurrent seizures
greater than or equal to Racine stage 4 lasted for 30min. At 30min after
seizure onset, only rats arriving SE were treated with diazepam (10mg/
kg, Tianjin, China) to terminate seizures, otherwise they were excluded
from the experiment.

Pilocarpine administration to rats results in SE, and after a latency
period the SRS occurs. According to a previous research, the latency
period is about 7.2 ± 3.6d after SE (Goffin et al., 2007); so the rats that
survived the first week after SE were monitored with a video surveil-
lance system (a CCD camera, JVC, Japan) to observe their SRS in our
study. Every 3–4 rats were kept in a transparent cage, marked with
picric acid on their ears or legs to make a distinction with each other.
The monitoring period lasted 6 weeks (from the onset of the 2nd week
to the end of the 7th week after SE induction). Qinglan Chen who was
blinded to the grouping and drug administration visually inspected the
video-recorded data with 6 h/d in the daytime for 6 weeks; only SRS
reaching a Racine stage 3–5 (rearing and/or rearing and falling) were
included for further analysis.

2.3. Treatment groups

TPPU was synthesised in the laboratory of Prof. Bruce D. Hammock
at the University of California, Davis, as previously described (Shen and
Hammock, 2012). TPPU was dissolved in a saline solution containing
40% polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG 400), and the volumes of 1–1.5mL
TPPU (0.1mg/kg/d, abbreviated as 0.1 TPPU) were administered by
gastric gavage at 8am every morning, as the half-life of elimination
phase of TPPU in murine models could be over 24 h (Liu et al., 2013).

Rats in the LiCl-pilocarpine induced post-SE model were divided
into two groups as follows: 1) the SRS+ 0.1 TPPU group was given
0.1 mg/kg TPPU for 4 weeks from the 21st day after SE induction; 2)
the SRS+PEG 400 group was given the vehicle (PEG 400) instead of
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TPPU. The control group received LiCl and PEG 400, but not pilo-
carpine. The rats were observed for SRS from the 8th day after SE in-
duction, and then the brain tissues were harvested after performing the
FST and SPT at 7w after SE induction (see Fig. 1).

2.4. Depression-like behavioural tests

2.4.1. Sucrose preference test (SPT)
The procedure of this test is consistent with the previous study

(Peng et al., 2016). This test is for the depressive behaviour of anhe-
donia based on the innate preference of rodents toward sweets
(Pucilowski et al., 1993). The rats were deprived of water for 24 h
before the test. On the day of test, two identical bottles, one of regular
water and one with water containing 1% sucrose, were put on every
cage. At 30min after the onset of the test, the locations of the two
bottles were exchanged. The test lasted for 1 h, and then liquid intakes
were calculated, as follows: sucrose preference rate (SPR)= sucrose
consumption/(sucrose consumption+water consumption)× 100%. A
low SPR was indicative of the state of anhedonia. The SPT was per-
formed once every week after 2 weeks from SE induction (at the same
day of every week from 9am to 10am in the morning) in the control,
SRS+PEG 400, and SRS+0.1 TPPU groups (see Fig. 1).

2.4.2. Forced Swim Test (FST)
The FST was performed in the daytime when 6 h-monitoring had

been completed. The aim of FST is to test the state of despair (Detke
et al., 1995). The rat is put into a transparent tank (60 cm
height× 30 cm diameter) filled with water 22 °C to 25 °C in tempera-
ture. The swimming behaviours of rats were observed for 5min. The
three types of swimming behaviours, including immobile behaviour,
climbing behaviour, and swimming behavior, recorded by videotapes
were manually analysed according to our previous procedure (Peng
et al., 2016) The longer immobility time (IMT) represents the behaviour
of despair, whereas the longer climbing time (CMT) indicates the active
behaviour of rats. The FST was performed at 7 weeks after SE induction
in the control, SRS+ PEG 400, and SRS+ 0.1 TPPU groups (see Fig. 1).

To avoid the immediate influence of seizures on the outcome of
behavioural assay, the SPT and FST were performed after verifying that
no seizures had developed for at least 6 h before the tests.

2.5. Immunofluorescent staining

At the end of the behavioural observation, the rats were deeply
anesthetized with 10% chloral hydrate (3mL/kg, IP) and perfused
trans-cardinally with 4 °C saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10mM, pH 7.4). After that, rats were
decapitated and their brains were removed and stored in 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde at 4 °C for 24 h, then shifted to 20% sucrose in 0.1M PBS
at 4 °C for 48 h; finally the brains were moved to a 30% sucrose solution
kept at 4 °C until sinking.

Coronal sections (10 μm) through the dorsal hippocampus were
prepared using a freezing microtome (CM1950, Leica, Heidelberg,
Germany). Every 12th section through the hippocampus was selected
from each rat (Bregma −4.68 to −4.20mm). The rabbit monoclonal
anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) primary antibody
(52 kDa1:1000, Millipore) and rabbit anti-ionized calcium binding
adapter molecule 1 specific protein (Iba-1, 1:200, Abcam) were used to
measure astrocytic and microglial activation. The mouse anti-neuronal
specific nuclear protein (NeuN, 1:600, Millipore) and the rabbit
monoclonal p-CREB primary antibody (52 kDa, 1:1000, CST) were used
to detect neuronal damage. Sections were probed with the primary
antibody at 4 °C for 24 h. After washing for three times, the sections
were incubated with the secondary antibodies (anti-rabbit, Alexa 546;
anti-mouse, Alexa 488, Molecular Probes, Cambridge, England) for 1 to
2 h at room temperature. The sections were then observed under a
fluorescent microscope (Olympus/BX51). Photomicrographs of CA1,

CA3, and dentate gyrus (DG) subfields of the hippocampus (Hip) and
prefrontal cortex (PFC) were taken using the 20×magnification of the
fluorescent microscope. Two slices from the entire section of every rat
brain were used for cell counting.

2.6. Tissue preparation and protein extraction

The rats were deeply anesthetized via 4% chloral hydrate, and then
euthanized by cervical dislocation. The rats’ brains were quickly re-
moved from the skull and placed into ice-cold PBS, and then the Hip
was carefully dissected out for protein extraction. Total protein was
extracted using tissue protein extraction reagent (Beyotime Institute of
Biotechnology, China) containing EDTA-free complete protease in-
hibitors (Beyotime, China). The total protein concentration was de-
termined using the Bio-Rad protein assay kit (Beyotime, China).

2.7. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6) in the rats’ Hip and PFT were
measured using a Luminex kit (Youningwei, China). The procedures
were as follows: all reagents were prepared, adding 50 μL of the stan-
dard or samples to each well, adding 50 μL of diluted microparticle
cocktail to each well, and incubating for 2 h at room temperature (RT)
on a shaker at 800 rpm. Next, the liquid was removed from each well,
wells were filled with 100 μL wash buffer, and the liquid again was
removed. After performing the wash three times and adding 50 μL of
diluted biotin-antibody cocktail to each well, covering, and incubating
for 1 h at RT on the shaker at 800 rpm, washing was repeated as before,
adding 50 μL of diluted streptavidin-PE to each well, incubating for
30min at RT on the shaker at 800 rpm, and repeating the wash again.
Finally, 100 μL of wash buffer was added to each well, covered, and
incubated for 2min at RT on the shaker at 800 rpm. The results were
read within 90min using a Luminex analyser.

2.8. Western blot analysis

Western blot analysis was performed to detect the level of sEH,
CD11b, CREB, and p-CREB in the PFC and Hip. Protein extracts were
separated by sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (SDS-PAGE) and then transferred to cellulose acetate mem-
branes. After that, the membranes were blocked and incubated with
primary antibodies including rabbit anti-sEH (63 kDa, 1:500, ABclonal),
rabbit anti-CREB (43 kDa, 1:1000, CST), rabbit anti-CREB-phospho
Ser133 (43 kDa, 1:1000, CST), and rabbit anti-CD11b (127 kDa, 1:500,
NOVUS) at 4 °C for 24 h. The rabbit anti-β-actin primary antibody
(40 kDa, 1:1000, Beyotime) was used as an internal reference. Twenty-
four hours later, the membrane was incubated with the goat anti-rabbit

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the timeline for drug administration and
behavioural testing.
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IgG secondary antibody (1:1000, Beyotime) for 2 h at RT. Tanon Image
software (version 4100, Shanghai, China) was used to analyse the bands
of target proteins. The optical density (OD) value of each sample was
normalised by the corresponding amount of β-actin.

2.9. Analyses of EETs in the rat brain tissue

The homogenate of rat hippocampus was centrifuged, and the su-
pernatants were transferred to polypropylene tubes and stored at
−20 °C until analysis. The EETs levels were analysed by established
liquid chromatography electrospray ionization tandem mass spectro-
metry method reported by Luo et al (Luo et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019).

2.10. Statistical analysis

Comparisons between groups were performed using the Student t
test, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, or two-way ANOVA
test depending on how many groups were included in the analysis.
When using the one-way ANOVA test, a post-hoc Tukey test was
adopted for comparisons between two groups. A P value of< 0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant. The data were expressed as
mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). The Graphpad Prism 7
software was used to conduct the statistical analysis in this study.

3. Results

3.1. TPPU shows anti-convulsant effects in the LiCl-pilocarpine-induced
post-SE rat model

A total of 65 rats were used in this study, of which 12 rats were put
in the control group, and 53 rats were given LiCl-pilocarpine to induce
SE. Twelve of 53 rats died after SE; 11 of 53 rats were excluded because
of no SRS was observed in the 2-week video monitoring after SE. Thus,
30 rats were included in the post-SE model, with 15 rats each in the
SRS+PEG 400 and SRS+0.1 TPPU groups according to randomised
numbers.

As spontaneous seizures in pilocarpine induced post-SE rats usually
occurs in clusters with cyclicity of peaking every 5–8 days (Goffin et al.,
2007), the number of seizures greater than or equal to Racine 3°was
counted every week in this study. In the 2-week video monitoring after
SE and before TPPU administration, no difference in the number of
seizures was found between the SRS+PEG 400 and SRS+0.1 TPPU
groups. After TPPU administration, the seizure frequency of SRS every
week was in a downward trend in the 0.1 TPPU group, which was
significantly decreased at 21 days and 28 days after TPPU administra-
tion (equal to 6 w and 7 w after SE induction) compared with the
SRS+PEG 400 group (at 21d, 0.89 ± 0.20 in TPPU group vs.
5.00 ± 1.13 in PEG400 group, P= 0.0025; at 28d, 1.78 ± 0.55 in
TPPU group vs. 10.22 ± 1.97 in PEG400 group, P=0.0008; n= 9 in
each group; see Fig. 2, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001).

3.2. The anti-depressant effects of TPPU on the LiCl-pilocarpine-induced
post-SE rat model

In the FST, the IMT, an indicator for despair, was significantly in-
creased in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the control group
(67.69 ± 6.79 s vs. 25.50 ± 4.44 s, P < 0.001, n=13 in each
group), which was significantly decreased after TPPU treatment
(38.18 ± 11.95 s in TPPU group, n=13, P=0.036, see Fig. 3A,
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). Meanwhile, the CMT, an indicator for active
behaviour, was significantly decreased in the SRS+PEG 400 group
compared with the control group (91.15 ± 11.14 s vs.
124.50 ± 9.26 s, n= 13 in each group, P= 0.039), which was sig-
nificantly increased after TPPU treatment (130.70 ± 10.11 s, n= 13,
*p= 0.015 see Fig. 3B, *P < 0.05).

In the SPT, the SPR, an indicator for anhedonia, was in a declining

trend after SE, and it had an upward trend after TPPU treatment, but
without statistical differences between the SRS+PEG400 and
SRS+0.1TPPU groups (data supplied in the supplementary materials).

3.3. The anti-inflammatory activity of TPPU in the PFC and Hip of the LiCl-
pilocarpine-induced post-SE rat model

3.3.1. Astrocytic and microglial activation was attenuated by TPPU
treatment

GFAP and Iba-1 are the markers for astrocytes and microglia in the
brain, respectively. There was a significant astrocytic activation in the
Hip and PFC of the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the control
group. Astrocytic gliosis in the CA1, CA3, and DG areas of the Hip and
the PFC was significantly attenuated in the 0.1 TPPU group compared
with the SRS+PEG 400 group (see Fig. 4A–D, n=4 in every group,
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).

The fluorescent intensity of Iba-1 labelled microglia was sig-
nificantly greater in the Hip and PFC of the SRS+PEG 400 group than
the Control group (see Fig. 5A–D, n=4 in every group, *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01); TPPU treatment significantly attenuated microglial acti-
vation in the CA3 and DG areas of the Hip compared with the
SRS+PEG 400 group (Fig. 5B and 5C, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).

CD11b is another marker for microglia. The level of CD11b was
significantly increased in the PFC and Hip of the SRS+PEG 400 group
compared with the control group, and TPPU significantly attenuated
the level of CD11b in the PFC compared with the SRS+PEG400 group
(see Fig. 6A and B, n= 4 in every group, **P < 0.01).

3.3.2. The levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines were decreased after TPPU
treatment

The ELISA method was used to determine the levels of pro-in-
flammatory cytokines including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α in the PFC and
Hip, which were significantly increased in the SRS+PEG 400 group
compared with the control group (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). Treatment
with TPPU significantly attenuated the high levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and
TNF-α in the SRS+0.1 TPPU group compared with the SRS+PEG 400
group (Fig. 7A–C for the Hip, Fig. 7D–F for PFC, n=4 in every group,
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).

3.3.3. The level of sEH in the PFC was decreased and the level of EETs was
increased after TPPU treatment

The level of sEH in the Hip and PFC was measured by western blot
analysis. The result showed that the level of sEH was significantly
greater in the Hip and PFC of the SRS+0.1 TPPU group compared with
the Control group (Fig. 8A and B, n= 4 in every group, *P < 0.05).

Fig. 2. The frequency of SRS shows a reduction after TPPU administration, with
a significant decrease at 21d and 28d after TPPU administration (equal to 6 w
and 7 w after SE induction) in the SRS+0.1 TPPU group compared with the
SRS+PEG 400 group, n= 9 in every group , *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.
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After TPPU treatment, the level of sEH in the PFC was significantly
decreased in the SRS+ 0.1 TPPU group compared with the SRS+PEG
400 group (Fig. 8A, *P < 0.05).

The level of EETs, the substrates of sEH, was also compared between
the Control, SRS+PEG400, and SRS+ 0.1TPPU groups, which was
significantly increased after TPPU treatment (127.24 ± 11.29 nmol/kg
in Control vs. 108.32 ± 12.64 nmol/kg in PEG400 group vs.
190.85 ± 27.83 nmol/kg in 0.1TPPU group, n=7 in every group,
p=0.022).

3.4. Both neuronal damage and the decreased expression of CREB in the
Hip and PFC were attenuated after TPPU treatment

NeuN is a marker for healthy neurons. The number of NeuN-positive
cells was compared between groups. A significant reduction of NeuN-
positive cells in the CA1, CA3, and DG areas of the Hip and the PFC was
observed in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control group
(Fig. 9A–E, n= 4 in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). After TPPU
treatment, the number of NeuN-positive cells in the DG area (granular
layer and hilus) of the Hip and the PFC including the layer V was sig-
nificantly increased in the SRS+0.1 TPPU group compared with the
SRS+PEG 400 group (Fig. 9C–E, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). When
triple-labelled NeuN with p-CREB and DAPI by the immunofluorescent
method, it showed that the co-expression of the p-CREB and NeuN was

increased in the layer V of PFC after TPPU treatment (Fig. 9Layer V of
PFC).

The ratio of p-CREB/CREB determined by western blot analysis was
significantly decreased in the PFC of the SRS+PEG 400 group com-
pared with the Control group (Fig. 10A, n= 4 in every group,
*P < 0.05). After treatment with TPPU, the ratio of p-CREB/CREB in
the PFC and Hip was significantly increased in the SRS+0.1 TPPU
group compared with the SRS+PEG 400 group (Fig. 10A and B, n=4
in every group, *P < 0.05).

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the anti-seizure and antidepressant
effects of TPPU in the LiCl-pilocarpine-induced post-SE rat model. The
LiCl-pilocarpine-induced post-SE model has been evaluated and verified
to have depression-like behaviours, and was recommended as a model
for the comorbidity of epilepsy and depression by Mazarati et al.
(Mazarati et al., 2008). The dose of TPPU was chosen based on previous
experiments (Ren et al., 2016) in our study. We found that using TPPU
0.1mg/kg/d for 4 weeks after SE not only attenuated the frequency of
SRS but also alleviated the depression-like behaviours of the LiCl-pi-
locarpine-induced post-SE rat model.

The protective effects of TPPU on seizures have been verified in the
picrotoxin, pentylenetetrazol, 6-Hz, maximal electroshock, and

Fig. 3. A) The IMT was significantly increased in
the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the
Control group, and it was significantly decreased
after TPPU treatment (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01); B)
The CMT was significantly decreased in the
SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control
group, and it was significantly increased after TPPU
treatment (*P < 0.05); n=13 in every group.

Fig. 4. The fluorescent intensity of GFAP-positive cells was significantly increased in the CA1 (A), CA3 (B), and DG (C) areas of the Hip and the PFC (D) in the
SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control group. The astrocytic gliosis in the CA1, CA3, and DG areas of Hip and the PFC was all significantly attenuated after
TPPU treatment (n=4 in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).
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pilocarpine-induced seizure tests (Inceoglu et al., 2013). In addition,
TPPU displayed rapid antidepressant effects on the inflammation and
social defeat stress models of depression (Ren et al., 2016). In our study,
we found TPPU attenuated both spontaneous seizures and depression-
like behaviours in the LiCl-pilocarpine-induced rat epilepsy model, with
a major change of despair and a minor change of anhedonia, indicating

a beneficial effect of TPPU on the epilepsy and its comorbidities,
especially depression.

The sEH is the only intracellular oxidative enzyme responsible for
hydrolysing EETs. It has a relative molecular weight of approximately
60 kDa and functions as a homodimer (Harris and Hammock, 2013). In
the central nervous system, studies showed that sEH was extensively

Fig. 5. The fluorescent intensity of Iba-1-positive cells was significantly increased in the CA1 (A), CA3 (B), and DG (C) areas of the Hip and the PFC (D) of the
SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control group. TPPU treatment significantly attenuated microglial gliosis in the CA3 (B) and DG (C) areas of the Hip (n=4
in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).

Fig. 6. The expression of CD11b in the PFC (A) and Hip (B) was significantly increased in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control group, and it was
significantly decreased in the PFC (A) after TPPU treatment, n= 4 in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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expressed in the cortical and hippocampal astrocytes and a few specific
types of neurons in the cortex, cerebellum, and medulla of the mouse
brain (Bianco et al., 2009). An in vivo study demonstrated that sEH was
mainly localised in the cytoplasm, especially in and around the nucleus

of the GFAP-positive astrocytes (Rawal et al., 2009). The EETs reduce
neuronal apoptosis and promote nerve function recovery under pa-
thological conditions (Wang et al., 2018), whereas the increase of sEH
has been found to be involved in some neurological diseases (Wagner

Fig. 7. The levels of the cytokines IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α in the Hip (A-C) and PFC (D-F) were significantly increased in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the
Control group, and they were significantly decreased after TPPU treatment, n=4 in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

Fig. 8. The level of sEH in the PFC (A) and Hip (B) was significantly greater in the SRS+PEG 400 group than in the Control group, and it was significantly decreased
in the PFC after TPPU treatment, n= 4 in every group, *P < 0.05.
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et al., 2017). A study showed that sEH was increased in both lateral and
medial temporal tissues of patients who underwent anterior temporal
lobe resection due to TLE (Ahmedov et al., 2017), and was also found in
the Hip of a pilocarpine-induced post-SE mouse model, co-expressed
with GFAP-positive astrocytes, NeuN-positive neurons, and Iba-1-posi-
tive microglia (Hung et al., 2015). In our study, we found that the ex-
pression of sEH was increased in both the Hip and PFC of the LiCl-
pilocarpine-induced rat epilepsy model compared with normal control
rats, which is consistent with these previous studies. TPPU treatment
alleviated the high sEH level in the PFC but not in the Hip, which might
be attributed by the mismatch of the protein level and enzyme activity
(Ren et al., 2016). The level of EETs, the substrates of sEH, in the Hip
was significantly increased after TPPU treatment that also supported
this point.

The mechanisms for the protective effects of sEHI on seizures and
depression are not very clear. EETs are epoxide metabolites of cyto-
chrome P450 (CYP) epoxygenases. In the brain, the endogenous EETs
have important roles in cellular actions, regulation of cerebral blood
flow, neurohormone release, and synaptic transmission (Iliff et al.,
2010). As sEH is a key enzyme to hydrolyse bioactive EETs into DHET
products that have reduced biological activity, inhibition of the activity
of sEH may increase the effects of EETs. There was supporting evidence
that injection of sEHI with EETs but not with epoxy-DHA or epoxy-EPA
into the brains of mice delayed the onset of pentylenetetrazol-induced
seizures (Inceoglu et al., 2013). In our study, we found that TPPU
treatment attenuated astrocytic and microglial activation and the pro-
inflammatory cytokines including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α in the Hip and
PFC of the LiCl-pilocarpine rat epilepsy model, indicating the anti-in-
flammatory effects of sEHI. An increasing amount of evidences suggest
that inflammatory processes are involved in epileptogenesis (Vezzani

et al., 2013). Hung et al. found that there were increased levels of the
pro-inflammatory cytokines, IL-1β and IL-6, in the Hip of pilocarpine-
induced SE mice, which persisted for at least 28 days after SE (Hung
et al., 2015). Our results supported this point. Simultaneously, we
found not only in the Hip but also in the PFC that the cytokines in-
cluding IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α were elevated in the LiCl-pilocarpine-
induced post-SE rat model, indicating inflammatory mechanisms took a
key role in the formation of epileptogenetic network of TLE, because
the involved epilepsy network in TLE may contain mesial temporal
areas and the PFC (Spencer et al., 2018). In addition, the astrocytic and
microglial activation observed in our study supported that glial-medi-
ated inflammation promoted neuronal hyperexcitability and epilepto-
genesis (Devinsky et al., 2013). The anti-inflammatory effects of TPPU
may have benefits against epileptogenesis. Our study indicated that
treatment with TPPU after SE to suppress inflammation might con-
tribute to ameliorate subsequent spontaneous recurrent epilepsy and its
comorbidities.

The LiCl-pilocarpine-induced post-SE rat model has significant
neuronal loss in the Hip and PFC in our study, which is in accordance
with the previous studies (Curia et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2018). TPPU
treatment alleviated the neuronal damage in both the Hip and PFC. The
phosphorylation of CREB controls the induction and regulation of im-
mediate-early genes that, in turn, induce the transcription of late
downstream genes, and then activate effector proteins that are essential
for neuronal survival, learning, and memory (Alberini, 2009). In our
study, the ratio of p-CREB/CREB in the PFC significantly decreased in
the epilepsy group compared with the control group, whereas it had no
difference in the Hip, which might be attributed by the relatively less
neuronal loss in the Hip in contrast with PFC demonstrated by the NeuN
staining. TPPU treatment increased the expression of p-CREB/CREB

Fig. 9. The number of NeuN-positive cells in the CA1 (A), CA3 (B), and DG (C) areas of the Hip, the PFC (D), and the layer V of PFC (E) was all significantly decreased
in the SRS+PEG 400 group compared with the Control group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. TPPU treatment significantly attenuated the damage of NeuN-positive cells
in the DG (C) area of the Hip and the PFC (D and E), n= 4 in every group, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. The co-expression of NeuN and p-CREB was increased after TPPU
treatment as shown in the layer V of PFC (the yellow arrow shows that p-CREB is triple-labelled with NeuN and DAPI). 20×magnification micrographs are shown in
the figures of CA1, CA3, DG, and PFC; 40×magnification micrographs are shown in the figure of layer V.
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ratio, further illustrating that the neuronal survival pathway was acti-
vated. Moreover, sEHI also has the ability to modulate mitochondrial
dysfunction and endoplasmic reticulum stress (Inceoglu et al., 2017),
which may also contribute to reducing neuronal damage.

In sum, we observed the effects of TPPU on the seizures and de-
pressive behaviours in the LiCl-pilocarpine post-SE rat model. The
limitation of this study is that we didn’t perform the intracranial elec-
troencephalographic monitoring in the LiCl-pilocarpine rat epilepsy
model that may lead to the non-convulsive seizures being missed. That
will be the goal of our next experiment.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated that treatment with TPPU after SE, a
potent sEH inhibitor, attenuated subsequent SRS and epilepsy-asso-
ciated depressive behaviours, and that TPPU took anti-inflammatory
effects in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex of the LiCl-pilo-
carpine-induced post-SE rat model. It indicates a new therapeutic
method for epilepsy and its comorbidities, especially depression.
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